WASH Bottleneck Analysis Tool Objectives
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What is the WASH BAT?
Based on other tools covered in the EE introduction session, the WASH BAT was
created to provide a step-by-step methodology to collaboratively identify and
propose solutions for the problems afflicting the WASH sector
It is a root cause analysis that seeks to answer – what are the key constraints to
scaling up and sustaining quality WASH services? How can they be removed and
at what cost? What is the priority and sequencing of each? Who is responsible?
Primary adopters of the tool: GOVERNMENT with BROAD SECTOR OWNERSHIP
Outcome of the tool:
1. Agreed major fundable activities to remove priority bottlenecks that inhibit
sector progress
2. Integrated into government systems, gaining political support, with regular
M&E

What is a ‘Bottleneck’
•

A bottleneck is defined as a factor constraining
progress in the delivery of goods or services to a
target population, and the sustained consumption
of that service

• The factor can be
– The absence of an enabler
– The presence of a disabler
• Don’t mix bottlenecks with their causes
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Basis of the Analysis
•

Major assessment areas:
– Five sector building blocks (9
‘governance functions’)
– Broader enabling environment
– Service providers
• >90 criteria to allow detailed
assessment
• Groups decide if criteria
describe the outcome, and can
add or adjust

In brief, the WASH BAT:
• Brings stakeholders together in an open forum to explore what
are the factors constraining WASH sector progress
• Facilitates identification of workable solutions to these problems,
with costs, priorities, sequencing and responsibilities – which can
directly feed into work plans of each stakeholder
• Highlights resource gaps to solve sector solutions
• Enables monitoring of bottlenecks over time and fine-tuning of
approach to address them
The tool therefore provides confidence to sector investors that
issues are being addressed rationally and lead to workable solutions

The Online Interface
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WASH BAT enables in-depth analysis
The tool allows assessment of criteria:

• The private sector is incentivized to invest in rural
water infrastructure and service delivery
• Public allocations to water as % GDP are sufficient
• % of external aid (out of total aid for rural water)
that supports water plans and budgets
• Tariffs can be adjusted to cover the costs of services
(OpEx if CapEx is covered by public funds) and cost
inflation
• Existence of financing institutions and mechanisms
to raise additional finances for rural water (e.g
domestic bond market)
• There is a ready pipeline of bankable projects in
rural water

 Are these important?
 How does the sector
measure up to these?
 If there are gaps,
what are they?
 What activities are
needed to overcome
them?
 How much do these
cost? Over what time
period? Who’s
responsible?

Key Facts about the WASH BAT
• The WASH BAT was developed in 2012 as an Excel-based model and over
3 years was implemented in multiple sub-sectors in >15 countries
• In 2014 work began on an online software version, and by now has been
implemented in many African and Asian countries
• This version adopts UNICEF’s Enabling Environment framework
• The tool comes with a host of resources:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Website with online tool (unbranded)
www.washbat.org
Tool User Guide
Country Implementation Guide
Training materials
Brochure and information video
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Conclusions
• WASH BAT is a powerful tool, if it is connected
to policy processes and implementation
• Government ownership of process from the start
• Workshop outputs need endorsement and follow-up
• Can feed into other monitoring initiatives – e.g. JSR
• Can be repeated (lighter touch) after 1-2 years
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